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Since their first concert in 1998, this 
groundbreaking group has toured and 
recorded internationally, creating thought-
provoking improvised and textural music of 
great depth and beauty.

Originally a quartet, Food has now reduced to 
its core and founder members, Iain Ballamy and 
Thomas Strønen. The duo has a contemporary 
and forward-thinking approach to creating 
music, using sound, space, texture and 
contrast to create ever-changing moods and 
environments for true improvisation.

By combining acoustic elements including bells, 

blocks, gongs and lyrical saxophone, the music 
is enhanced and tempered with live sampling 
and drums creating moods which range from 
minimalist to very turbulent.

Food has released several albums, including 
“Mercurial Balm” in 2012 and “Quiet Inlet” in 
2010, both on ECM. The duo’s new recording, 
also on ECM, features Christian Fennesz on 
guitar and will be released in North America for 
this tour.

when...
England/Norway

FRIDAY  • JAnuARY 16
MEMBERS $20
GUESTS $24
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Iain Ballamy - saxophones and electronics
Thomas Stronen - drums, percussion and electronics

ballamy.com
thomasstronen.com

INTERNATIONAL JAZZ SERIES

Food
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Pianist Brian Buchanan and saxophonist Shane 

Statz began their musical collaboration in 2005 

in Calgary.   Whether in a quartet setting or as a 

duo, there is a seamless chemistry between these 

two musicians that has developed from their 

like-minded approach to improvisation and their 

respect for the traditions of jazz. Their repertoire is 

a balance of original compositions, classic jazz and 

choice standards.  

Brian Buchanan is a veteran performer whose 

career spans more than 30 years. He has numerous 

recordings to his credit and has performed with 

jazz legends including Clark Terry, Herb Ellis and 

Mark Murphy. As a presenter and producer, Brian 

has worked and recorded with many of Canada’s 

finest jazz musicians including Phil Dwyer, Don 

Thompson and P.J. Perry.   

Shane Statz is a Calgary-based musician who has 

been performing, composing and leading bands 

regularly since 2003. A professionally trained 

saxophonist, he is an active member of The Calgary 

Jazz Orchestra and co-owner of Anacrusis Music 

Studio. He has worked with many fine musicians 

including Rob McConnell, Phil Nimmons and 

Maria Schneider.

THE BEST OF ALBERTA JAZZ SERIES

Brian Buchanan Quartet featuring Shane Statz

when...
From Calgary/Edmonton

SATuRDAY • JAnuARY 17
MEMBERS $16
GUESTS $20
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Brian Buchanan - piano
Shane Statz - saxophone
John Taylor - bass
Jamie Cooper – drums

www.siegelent.com/siegelent_profile/brian-buchanan
shanestatz.com



This tour is the intersection of two launches. 

Half of the music will be David Braid’s. His new 

band has the two-time Juno award winning 

pianist enlisting the energetic, no-holds-

barred quartet Peripheral Vision and virtuosic 

vibraphonist Michael Davidson to perform his 

new compositions. The band came together 

with an instant rapport with performances in 

Toronto and will be attacking some of Braid’s new 

compositions in preparation for the band’s debut 

recording. 

The other half will be Peripheral Vision launching 

their new CD “Sheer Tyranny of Will” which 

showcases the band’s newest material, played 

live off the floor in the studio with all the energy 

of their touring shows, and then fleshed out by 

studio magic. This larger ensemble will make 

it possible for all of the new parts that were 

invented in the studio to be added to their live 

performance. The addition of Braid and Davidson 

is sure to lead the group to new and exciting 

territory. 

Hailed in the Canadian press as “A jazz genius to 

call our own” (Maclean’s Magazine), two-time Juno 

Award winning pianist David Braid combines 

harmonies fundamental to European classical 

music and the spontaneity of American jazz. 

“Braid’s tone, touch, chord 

voicings and imagination make 

him one of the most interesting 

new pianists I’ve encountered 

in a long time.” - Doug Ramsey, 

recipient of Jazz Journalists Association’s Lifetime 

Achievement Award

Michael Davidson is a Toronto-

based vibraphonist in the 

improvised, jazz, and creative 

music scene. He has worked 

with many of the active jazz 

and improvised music players in Toronto. Michael 

leads a chamber jazz septet with cello, voice, bass 

clarinet, vibraphone, alto sax, double bass, and 

drums, which is his main compositional outlet. 

Michael approaches improvising with passion 

and stunning sensitivity, as well as Monk-like wit. 

CANADIAN JAZZ SERIES

David Braid featuring  
Michael Davidson & Peripheral Vision  
CD Release

when...
From Toronto

FRIDAY • JAnuARY 23
MEMBERS $22
GUESTS $26
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

David Braid - piano
Michael Davidson - vibes
Don Scott - guitar
Trevor Hogg - tenor saxophone
Michael Herring - bass
Nick Fraser - drums

davidbraid.com
michaeldavidsonmusic.com
peripheralvisionmusic.com
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Vibraphonist Warren Wolf made a big 

impression in 2011 at the Edmonton 

International Jazz Festival as a member of 

Christian McBride & Inside Straight. Prominent 

jazz vibraphonists have always been relatively 

few and Wolf has the potential to be one 

of the top players of his generation. He is 

already recognized by critics and fans alike 

as one of the best on the scene today. He 

is also adept at piano and drums and has 

toured professionally performing on those 

instruments.

Originally from Baltimore, Wolf studied and 

taught at the Berklee School of Music in 

Boston where he worked with musicians 

including Jeremy Pelt, Wayne Escoffery, 

Kendrick Scott, Walter Smith, Jason Palmer, 

and many others. About ten years ago, he 

returned to Baltimore where he continued 

teaching and playing.

Some of his other performance credits 

include Wynton Marsalis and The Lincoln 

Center Jazz Orchestra, Nicholas Payton, Tim 

Warfield, Anthony Wonsey, Cyrus Chestnut, 

Lewis Nash, Eric Reed, Mulgrew Miller, Terri 

Lyne Carrington, Larry Willis, David “Fathead” 

Newman, Stefon Harris, Kevin Eubanks, 

Curtis Lundy, Steve Davis, Duane Eubanks, 

Ron Carter, Wycliffe Gordon, Robert Glasper, 

Esperanza Spaulding and many others.

He has released several albums under his 

own name, two of the more recent ones 

being “Warren Wolf” in 2011 and “Wolfgang” 

in 2013, both on the Mack Avenue label. Wolf 

is a master of lyricism and restraint with his 

spacious interpretations of melodic tunes but 

he can also provide plenty of fireworks on 

hard-charging post-bop vehicles. 
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INTERNATIONAL JAZZ SERIES

Warren Wolf Trio

when...
From New York

SAT uRDAY• JAnuARY 24
MEMBERS $22
GUESTS $26
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Warren Wolf - vibes 
Vicente Archer - bass
John Lamkin– drums

warrenwolfmusic.com



A brand new tour featuring three of the most 

dynamic names in jazz, Lynne Arriale, Carla Cook and 

Grace Kelly, celebrates some of their sources of artistic 

inspiration - Nina Simone, Abbey Lincoln and Joni 

Mitchell. They share their unique reinterpretations of 

popular classics with passion, soul and sensitivity in a 

magical evening of empathetic collaboration. 

Simone, Lincoln and Mitchell have established 

themselves as iconic performers and composers. The 

depth and authenticity of their music has profoundly 

influenced generations of musicians and touched 

audiences worldwide. Lynne, Carla and Grace have 

been moved and influenced by the strength and 

power of these legends.

All three artists are all highly innovative and original 

leaders. Lynne and Grace have toured together 
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Lynne Arriale/Grace Kelly/Carla Cook
“You Know How I Feel” - The Music of Abbey Lincoln, 
Joni Mitchell and Nina Simone



extensively and invited Grammy-

nominated Carla Cook to join them 

in presenting this special event. Carla 

brings the powerhouse trio full circle 

with influences that include elements of 

R&B, European classical, Motown, blues 

and gospel. Arriale, Cook and Kelly will 

present an evening of joyful interaction 

and musical spontaneity featuring 

modern jazz classics, reinvented popular 

favorites and memorable original 

composition.
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when...
From Jacksonville/Los Angeles/New York

THuRSDAY • JAnuARY 29
MEMBERS $24
GUESTS $28
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Lynne Arriale - piano
Grace Kelly - saxophone, vocals
Carla Cook - vocals
Evan Gregor - bass
Ross Pederson – drums

lynnearriale.com
gracekellymusic.com
carlacook.com
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At the age of 23, after graduating from the Berklee 
College of Music, Israeli jazz pianist Roy Assaf 
moved to New York City to pursue his dream. He 
soon found himself touring around the world and 
playing the most prestigious festivals, clubs, and 
concert halls with the Dizzy Gillespie All Stars, a 
band that included James Moody, Jimmy Heath, 
Paquito D’Rivera, Roy Hargrove, Lewis Nash, Randy 
Brecker, Antonio Hart, and other jazz masters. 
Before long, Roy was getting calls from some of 
the world’s most influential contemporary jazz 
bands - Slide Hampton Sextet, The Mingus Big 
Band, Steve Turre’s bands, Roberta Gambarini 
Quartet, David Sanborn Group, Claudio Roditi 
Quartet, and many others.

Assaf has established his reputation as one of the 
most sought-after young pianists in the New York 
jazz scene. In 2012, he released his debut album 
“Respect” accompanied by Reuben Rogers on 
bass and Greg Hutchinson on drums.

In 2013, Roy was ready to form a band of his 
own. “I’ve always dreamt of having a band that 
works regularly together,” he explains, “a band 
that shares a special musical connection, sound, 
feel, and time. I want to bring the experience of 
playing with musicians I admire and also share my 
own voice, both as a musician and as a  
human being.”

The new trio features Raviv Markovitz on bass 
and Jake Goldbas on drums. Together they began 
to establish the unique voice of the Roy Assaf 
Trio. They have performed across North America 
at venues such as The Blue Note and the Rubin 
Museum of Art. Their debut album “Second Row 
Behind The Painter” was released in the spring  
of 2014.

“I love playing in other people’s bands, painting 
their compositions with the colors I hear in my 
head,” Roy says. “But for now I’m excited to dive 
into my own personality as a pianist, composer, 
and band leader; deliver stories from my life into 
my music; and discover what Raviv and Jake bring 
from their own backgrounds to the trio.

“It’s a journey to unknown boundaries. We take 
the audience on a quest every time we take  
the stage.”

INTERNATIONAL JAZZ SERIES

Roy Assaf Trio

when...
From New York/Isreal

FRIDAY • JAnuARY 30 
MEMBERS $22
GUESTS $26
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Roy Assaf - piano
Raviv Markovitz - bass
Jake Goldbas – drums

royassaf.com



The Kyle Brenders Quartet is one of Toronto’s 

newest groups exploring the spaces between 

the stylistic cracks of jazz and improvised music. 

Performing the original music of Kyle Brenders, 

these four players tap into their own creative 

instrumental vocabulary to communicate 

through his distinctive compositional output. The 

energy of this group is balanced by technique 

and creative expression allowing the music to ebb 

and flow through extremely dynamic textures 

and forms.

All four members of the group are active on the 

Toronto improvised music scene as performers, 

composers and educators. Brenders has studied 

and performed with the likes of Anthony Braxton, 

Jean Derome, Marshall Allen and Evan Parker. His 

work is defined through the multiple stylistic and 

idiomatic references used within the process of 

creation. 

Trombonist Heather Segger is a member of a 

variety of Toronto-based jazz and improvised 

music groups as well as organizing and 

performing in projects involving site-specific 

composition/improvisation, visual art, and 

movement. She has performed with an eclectic 

group of artists including Sylvie Courvoisier, Dave 

Douglas, members of the ICP Orchestra and 

Broken Social Scene.
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Bassist Wes Neal has studied with jazz luminaries 

such as Jimmy Giuffre, George Russell, Cecil 

McBee and George Garzone. Since moving to 

Toronto in 1998, Wes has shared the stage and 

recorded with many of Toronto’s finest performers 

in the jazz, singer/songwriter, and avant-garde 

communities. 

Drummer Mark Segger is involved in a number 

of ongoing projects and performs in improvised 

situations involving an array of musicians that 

have included Toronto artists John Oswald and 

Paul Dutton, American improvisers such as New 

York’s Taylor Ho Bynum and Mark Feldman, as well 

as those on the European scene such as Dutch 

pianist Nora Mulder and London improv icon 

Barry Guy.

CANADIAN JAZZ SERIES

Kyle Brenders Quartet

when...
From Toronto

SATuRDAY • JAnuARY 31
MEMBERS $18
GUESTS $22
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Kyle Brenders - reeds
Heather Segger - trombone
Wes Neal - bass
Mark Segger - drums

kylebrenders.ca
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Thumbscrew came about by accident, after 

bassist Michael Formanek (Tim Berne, Freddie 

Hubbard) subbed in a band including Downbeat 

Rising Star guitarist Mary Halvorson (Anthony 

Braxton, Jason Moran) and drummer Tomas 

Fujiwara (Taylor Ho Bynum, Matana Roberts). 

Something special happened among them right 

away, so they formed a trio, a co-operative in the 

truest sense. 

They play originals by all hands, compositions 

whose rhythms may surge or lag or veer 

sideways according to their own internal logic. 

Bass and drums solo within the ensemble, not 

in quarantine. No one needs to be loudest. The 

blend is tight: one string (or metal) sound may 

bleed into another. It’s something to hear—

something twisty and turny and always on the 

move.

INTERNATIONAL JAZZ SERIES

Thumbscrew

when...
From New York/Baltimore

FRIDAY • FEBRuARY 6
MEMBERS $22
GUESTS $26
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Mary Halvorson – guitar
Michael Formanek – bass
Tomas Fujiwara – drums

thumbscrew.net

“Halvorson’s precise, hardscrabble guitar playing 

is just plain bad-ass,” declares Downbeat, while 

Formanek has been an important, grounding 

force on the scene for over 30 years, and Fujiwara, 

an impressively nuanced drummer. Fusing jazz, 

rock and improvisational styles, the trio has 

developed an original book of music that buzzes, 

crackles, burns and croons. 

“One of the most exciting bands 
currently playing.”

~ jazzrightnow.com
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Led by renowned saxophonist and singer Dave 
Babcock, The Jump Orchestra is an energetic 
and engaging band that performs a swingin’ 
blend of jazz, blues and vintage rhythms. It’s 
8-piece line-up features some of Edmonton’s 
finest jazz players. 

The Jump Orchestra’s horn-driven sound is 
inspired by the scaled down ‘jump bands’ that 
became wildly popular in the late 1940s. The 
group’s music is a tasty mix of swing and jump 
blues, mingled with New Orleans, Afro-Cuban 
and Caribbean styles. Influenced by singers 
like Frank Sinatra, Nat King Cole and Louis 
Jordan, bandleader Dave Babcock’s smooth 
vocal delivery is the perfect complement to his 
robust saxophone tone.

Formed in the early ‘90s, The Jump Orchestra 
has performed around Western Canada at jazz 
festivals and prominent nightclubs, highlighted 
by their legendary Saturday afternoon house 
gig at Earl’s Tin Palace. Their debut release 
“Both Feet” won an AMIA Award for ‘Best Jazz 
Album’ and their latest release “Jump to It” was 
nominated for a 2011 WCMA Award for ‘Best 
Instrumental Album.’ “Jump to It” climbed all 
the way to number 2 on the CKUA Radio charts 
and ended the year at number 31 on CKUA’s 
Top 100 Albums in 2010. 

The Jump Orchestra’s repertoire includes 
instrumental material from bandleaders Duke 
Ellington and Count Basie and songs from the 
Great American Songbook, written by the likes 
of Cole Porter, Harold Arlen and Jerome Kern. 
Though their sound may be vintage, The Jump 
Orchestra is no period piece. They breathe new 
life into these classic standards, not to mention 
their many fine original tunes. Infectious 
rhythms and brilliant musicianship are the 
hallmarks of The Jump Orchestra, showcased 
in lively performances that will lift an audience 
out of its seats.

THE BEST OF ALBERTA JAZZ SERIES

Dave Babcock and his Jump Orchestra

when...
From Edmonton

SATuRDAY • FEBRuARY 7
MEMBERS $18 
GUESTS $22
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Dave Babcock – saxophone and vocals
Craig Brenan – trombone
Bob Tildesley – trumpet
Dan Davis – baritone saxophone
Jim Head - guitar
Chris Andrew - piano
Mike Lent - bass
Sandro Dominelli - drums

davebabcock.com
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YARDBIRD SuITE BLuES

The Rockin’ Highliners
After a ten year hiatus, Edmonton’s own Rockin’ 
Highliners are back together again, doing what 
they do best - playing great music, putting on 
unforgettable live shows and selling out whatever 
venue they play!

The Rockin’ Highliners newly revamped  six piece 
lineup is bigger and better than ever, consisting 
of four founding members plus new additions 
Dave Babcock on saxophone and Doug Organ on 
Hammond organ. 

The band’s name is an adaptation of blues 
guitarist Tiny Grimes’ jump blues band, the 
“Rockin’ Highlanders”. The Rockin’ Highliners 
quickly took Canada by storm, with the Edmonton 
Journal proclaiming them “the nation’s hottest 
blues band.”

Over an eight year span, The Rockin’ Highliners 
released four studio albums. The band had the 
good fortune to work with one of their musical 
heroes, Grammy Award-winning guitarist and 
producer Duke Robillard on their Stony Plain 
Records release “Oh My”. Robillard described them 
as “exciting and nothing but fun.” The band toured 
relentlessly throughout Canada, the U.S. and 
Europe during that time, playing 250 plus shows 
a year. They performed at many music festivals 
including the King Biscuit Blues Festival where 
they were the first Canadian band in the history 
of the festival to play the event. They’ve also 
opened for the best in the business, including the 
Fabulous Thunderbirds, Double Trouble and Blue 
Rodeo, plus they played a thirteen city Canadian 
tour opening for George Thorogood.

The Rockin’ Highliners were nominated for a Juno 
for their album “What Were You Thinking” and 
were winners of many other awards. The band 
released two music videos, both produced by Joel 
Stewart, which aired nationally. 

In the fall of 2013 the band reunited to take part 
in a benefit for legendary guitarist Amos Garrett 
in Edmonton. The reunion and comeback of 
The Rockin’ Highliners has been nothing short 
of amazing for everyone involved. A new studio 
recording will be released later this year. Stay 
tuned for more exciting news from The Rockin’ 
Highliners!

when...
From Toronto/Winnipeg/Edmonton

FRI & SAT • FEBRuARY 13 & 14
MEMBERS $22
GUESTS $26
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Robert Tycholis - vocals
Alex Herriot – guitar and vocals
Clayton Sample – guitar and vocals
Ken McMahon – drums and vocals
Dave Babcock – saxophone and vocals 
Doug Organ - Hammond organ

rockinhighliners.com



Legendary alto saxophonist Lee Konitz has been 

at the forefront of modern jazz for over 50 years. 

Since coming to prominence in the 40s and 

50s with orchestras led by Claude Thornhill and 

Stan Kenton and smaller ensembles directed 

by Lennie Tristano and Miles Davis (Birth of the 

Cool), he’s remained on the cutting edge of 

post-bop improvisation. Elvin Jones, Jim Hall, 

Joe Henderson, and Charlie Haden lead a long 

list of his collaborators. 

One of the most individual of all altoists (and 

one of the few in the 1950s who did not sound 

like a cousin of Charlie Parker), the cool-toned 

Konitz has always had a strong musical curiosity 

that has led him to consistently take chances 

and stretch himself, usually quite successfully. 

From the late 1950s, he has primarily been a 

leader. His recordings have ranged from cool 

bop to thoughtful free improvisations, and his 

Milestone set of “Duets” (1967) is a classic. In the 

late ‘70s Konitz led a notable nonet and in 1992 

he won the prestigious Jazzpar Prize. Konitz 

has led consistently stimulating sessions for 

many labels over the years. In Konitz’s hands, the 

sound of the saxophone is still, above all else, 

“the sound of surprise”.

Recently, Lee has partnered with young award-

winning Brooklyn-based pianist Dan Tepfer for 

a series of improvised musical conversations. 

They released a disc in 2009 under Dan’s name 

entitled “Duos with Lee”. Tepfer was voted Rising 

Star in DownBeat in 2011, the year he released 

“Goldberg Variations” in which he improvised on 

J.S.Bach’s masterpiece. Tepfer has also won first 

prize at the Montreux Jazz Festival Solo Piano 

Competition. His recent soundtrack for the 

independent feature “Movement and Location” 

was voted Best Original Score at the 2014 

Brooklyn Film Festival.
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Lee Konitz/Dan Tepfer Duo

when...
From New York

SunDAY • FEBRuARY 15
MEMBERS $24
GUESTS $28
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Lee Konitz - alto saxophone
Dan Tepfer – piano

dantepfer.com
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With a desire to be versatile and expressive 

on the stage, Jerrold Dubyk brings an inspired 

ability towards the melodic line and harmonic 

gestures in the saxophone tradition, with a 

devotion to his own personal sound.  

This concert marks the official Edmonton 

release of his newest CD “Invitations”. 

Nominated for a 2014 Western Canadian Music 

Award, the disc combines his core Vancouver 

bandmates Brad Turner and WCMA award 

winner Jesse Cahill with new band members, 

National Jazz Award Winner/Juno-nominated 

Jodi Proznick and Grammy-nominated jazz 

musician Terell Stafford.  Despite Jerrold’s past 

accomplishments, this recording is not about 

what’s been done in the past; rather, it is about 

directing the music through the band’s own 

artful expression and expresses the journey 

of the friendships that develop when great 

and humble people put the needs of others 

first.  For this event, Edmonton’s Chris Andrew 

replaces Brad Turner. 

Terell Stafford has been hailed as “one of 

the great players of our time, a fabulous 

trumpet player” by piano legend McCoy Tyner. 

Stafford is recognized as an incredibly gifted 

and versatile player combining a deep love 

of melody with his own brand of spirited 

and adventurous lyricism. Besides his own 

leader CDs, Stafford can be heard on over 

130 albums. Several of these recordings have 

been nominated for or won Grammy Awards 

including Diana Krall’s “From this Moment 

On”, Bobby Watson’s eponymous Tailor Made 

Big Band, the Vanguard Jazz Orchestra’s 2009 

“Live at the Village Vanguard”, and the Clayton 

Brothers Quintet “Brother to Brother” in 2010. 

This recording was made possible by the 

generous support of the Edmonton Arts 

Council.

CROSS-BORDER JAZZ SERIES

Jerrold Dubyk Quintet featuring Terell Stafford

when...
From Edmonton/New York/Vancouver

FRI & SAT • FEBRuARY 20 & 21
MEMBERS $22
GUESTS $26
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Jerrold Dubyk - tenor sax
Terell Stafford - trumpet
Chris Andrew - piano
Jodi Proznick - bass
Jesse Cahill – drums

terellstafford.com
jerrolddubyk.com
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Hutchinson Andrew Trio  
with the Lily String Quartet

The Hutchinson Andrew Trio is a unique 

voice on the Canadian jazz scene. Over 

the past decade, this acoustic piano-based 

trio has been bringing their own Western 

Canadian sound, mixing contemporary swing, 

Latin, and acoustic groove, to the Canadian 

jazz landscape. Comprised of bassist Kodi 

Hutchinson, CBC Galaxie Rising Star pianist 

Chris Andrew, and Canadian jazz star Karl 

Schwonik on drums, the trio is a three-time 

Western Canadian Music Awards nominee for 

Outstanding Jazz Recording. They also won the 

2013 TD Grand Jazz Award from the Montréal 

International Jazz Festival.

The Hutchinson Andrew Trio most recent 

album ‘Prairie Modern’ consists of 13 original 

tracks that are a reflection of the vast array of 

musical and personal influences growing up 

in Canada’s Prairies. Featuring special guests 

Grammy-nominated saxophonist Donny 

McCaslin and percussion master Rogério 

Boccato, ‘Prairie Modern’ represents the 

harmony, beauty, energy and excitement of 

the modern Canadian West. It was featured on 

Downbeat Magazine’s website as the Editor’s 

Pick for July 2013.

For this concert, the trio is joined by Calgary’s 

award-winning Lily String Quartet. The 

music for this event will be a mixture of 

arrangements of music from ‘Prairie Modern’ 

and new works composed by Chris Andrew for 

jazz trio and strings. 

when...
FromEdmonton/Calgary

FRIDAY • FEBRuARY 27
MEMBERS $20
GUESTS $24
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Chris Andrew - piano
Kodi Hutchinson - bass
Karl Schwonik - drums
Elisa Milner - violin
Diane Lane - violin
Patricia Higgins - viola
Andrea Case – cello

kodihutchinson.com
karlschwonik.com



Bill Jamieson has written dozens of arrangements 

over the years for entertainers needing 

charts with horns and rhythm for their shows. 

Sometimes when faced with limited timelines, 

he relied on voicing and rhythmic solutions that 

were put forth by composers like Gil Evans and 

Tadd Dameron. 

Since its inception in the early 1990s, the 

Ubiquitous Orchestra has consistently presented 

music that preserves priceless works of such 

masters as Evans, Dameron and Charles Mingus, 

offers a healthy cross-section of jazz and r&b 

styles dating back to the early 1950s, plus more 

contemporary figures like Jaco Pastorius and Joe 

Zawinul.

The orchestra’s new recording entitled “Release 

Point” is meant to document such activity and 

inspire further explorations in the format often 

referred to as “Little Big Band”. As a ten piece 

band, the Ubiquitous Orchestra is equipped to 

explore regions of music a larger ensemble just 

would not fit. Each player has a singular voice in 

the harmonic structure and is provided ample 

opportunity for improvisation.
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ubiquitous Orchestra CD Release Event

when...
From Edmonton

SATuRDAY • FEBRuARY 28
MEMBERS $22
GUESTS $26
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Bill Jamieson - saxophone
Bob Tildesley - trumpet
Doug Berner - trumpet
Craig Brenan - trombone
Jerrold Dubyk - tenor sax
Dan Davis - saxophone
Greg Smith - guitar
Andrew Glover - piano
John Taylor - bass
Thom Bennett – drums
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Described by one reviewer as “like the 

exploding of a star” (All About Jazz), this 

full-throttle jazz trio takes its audiences on 

a truly out-of-this-world experience every 

time they join forces on stage. After over 

a decade and a half playing together, they 

have developed a seemingly telepathic 

connection. 

Each master musicians in their own right, as 

well as jazz educators, pianist Jean-Michel 

Pilc, bassist Francois Moutin and drummer 

Ari Hoenig have, “the ability to collectively 

bend the harmonic and rhythmic content 

of familiar jazz standards like taffy” 

(JazzTimes). Pilc and Moutin have appeared 

at the Yardbird Suite in the past but this will 

be Moutin’s first performance here.

The trio’s 2011 release “Threedom” achieves 

the democratic balance implied by its 

name and by the title of its terrific new 

album. Moutin and Hoenig generate an 

unusual amount of high-register melody 

themselves, and pianist Pilc leaves enough 

open space in his playing to let the rhythm 

section shine through. The three began playing 

as the Jean-Michel Pilc Trio in 1995, but over 

the years Moutin and Hoenig have asserted 

a more equal role.  The disc features nine 

standards by Ellington, Gershwin and others 

and also includes nine originals through group 

improvisation. 

INTERNATIONAL JAZZ SERIES

Pilc Moutin Hoenig

when...
From New York

SunDAY • mARcH 1
MEMBERS $22
GUESTS $26
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Jean-Michel Pilc - piano
Francois Moutin - bass
Ari Hoenig – drums

motema.com/artists/pilc-moutin-hoenig/
jeanmichelpilc.com
moutin.com/Francois.html
arihoenig.com
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Veteran guitarist Michael Musillami’s career 

spans more than 25 years and includes extensive 

work as a performer, bandleader, composer and 

educator. He is also the founder and manager 

of Playscape Recordings, a highly-regarded 

independent label that has released nearly 50 

independent jazz recordings since 1999.

In addition to his flagship trio, which has worked 

in the United States and abroad since 2003, he 

has earned international acclaim as the leader 

of groups ranging from duo to octet featuring a 

wide-ranging list of prominent collaborators. 

2014 saw the release of “Pride”, the trio’s seventh 

recording on Musillami’s Playscape Recordings 

label. This is a two-disc set in which the trio is 

augmented by pianist Kris Davis and saxophonist 

Jimmy Greene on the first disc. “I am especially 

proud of the addition of Kris and Jimmy to our 

‘thing’,” writes Musillami in his liner notes. “They 

both speak naturally in this environment with grit, 

intelligence and passion. The patience displayed 

in this music is a comment on the maturity and 

life experience from all musicians involved.” The 

second disc documents the first live CD released 

INTERNATIONAL JAZZ SERIES

Michael Musillami Trio

when...
From Massachusetts/New York

FRIDAY • mARcH 6
MEMBERS $22
GUESTS $26
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Michael Musillami - guitar
Joe Fonda - bass
George Schuller – drums

michaelmusillami.com

by the trio. It was recorded at New Haven’s 

Firehouse 12 with violinist Mark Feldman while 

on tour in support of the trio’s 2007 release “The 

Treatment” which was honored in The Penguin 

Jazz Guide’s 1000 Best Jazz Recordings.

Critics have called his music “truly original” 

(Michael G. Nastos, AllMusic.com), “challenging 

and adventurous” (Bill Beuttler, Boston Globe), 

“scintillating and provocative” (Bill Milkowski, 

The Absolute Sound) and “honest, frequently 

surprising and consistently exciting” (Ron Wynn, 

JazzTimes).
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Performing since 1998, the Celsius Quartet has 

become known for its eclectic approach to jazz 

music and improvisation in which creative uses 

of colour, groove, and texture become fused 

with traditional and contemporary idioms. 

At the heart of the Celsius Quartet sound 

is Pierre-Paul Bugeaud (bass), Gord Graber 

(drums), and Jamie Philp (guitar). The Celsius 

Quartet coalesced into its present incarnation 

with the addition of pianist-composer Bill 

Richards in 2007. 

Audiences have enjoyed the Celsius Quartet 

at several well-known venues and festivals, 

including the Yardbird Suite, The Blue Chair, 

Jeffrey’s Cafe & Wine Bar, La Cité Francophone, 

the Edmonton International Jazz Festival, The 

Works, and the Kaleido Festival. The Celsius 

Quartet released “Moving Pictures” in 2014, a 

double CD featuring original compositions by 

Bill Richards and collective improvisations by 

the Celsius Quartet.

THE BEST OF ALBERTA JAZZ SERIES

Celsius Quartet

when...
From Edmonton

SATuRDAY • mARcH 7
MEMBERS $16
GUESTS $20
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Pierre-Paul Bugeaud - bass
Gord Graber - drums 
Jamie Philp - guitar 
Bill Richards – piano

www.celsiusquartet.com
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CANADIAN JAZZ SERIES

Turboprop

Innovative and electrifying, Toronto jazz drummer 

Ernesto Cervini has energy to burn, whether 

radiating it from behind his kit or working on any 

number of musical and educational projects. On 

the heels of his 3rd album “There” recorded by his 

quartet live at the Cellar Jazz Club in Vancouver, 

Cervini has added two more instruments to the 

fold to create the new sextet, Turboprop. The band 

features his regular quartet of Kelly Jefferson on 

tenor saxophone, Adrean Farrugia on piano, Jim 

Vivian on bass and Cervini on drums, plus Tara 

Davidson on alto saxophone and William Carn on 

trombone.

when...
From Toronto

FRIDAY • mARcH 13
MEMBERS $20
GUESTS $24
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

www.ernestocervini.com

Kelly Jefferson - tenor saxophone
Tara Davidson - alto saxophone
William Carn - trombone
Adrean Farrugia - piano
Dan Loomis - bass
Ernesto Cervini - drums
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Jazz guitarist and composer Assaf Kehati arrived in the United States 

in 2007. After a short time he was working with such names as George 

Garzone, Eli Degibri, Anat Cohen, Ferenc Nemeth, Donny McCaslin, 

Seamus Blake and legendary drummers Victor Lewis (Woody Shaw, Stan 

Getz) and Billy Hart (Miles Davis, Wes Montgomery). 

As a leader, Kehati has recorded three CDs that have received 

numerous rave reviews – “A View from My Window” (2010), “

Flowers and Other Stories” (2011) and his latest album 

“Naked” (2014). His compositions are inspired by the 

daily and trivial, yet wonderful and significant 

experiences of life: from a winter, snow-laden view 

of Fenway Park from his apartment porch (A View 

From My Window), to the mundane but satisfying 

life of a snail (Sunshine Berale), to a girl seeking love 

in a land beyond the oceans (The Snow 

and the Sun), and to a story about the universal 

character, Mr. Mario that travels the world like a 

gypsy to places like Africa, the Middle East 

and the Pyramids in Egypt 

(Mr. Mario). 

INTERNATIONAL JAZZ SERIES

Assaf Kehati Trio

when...
From Israel/New York

SATuRDAY • mARcH 14
MEMBERS $22
GUESTS $26
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Assaf Kehati - guitar
Jonathan Marianer - bass
Peter Traunmueller - drums 

assafkehati.com



Drummer Jon McCaslin presents an evening of 

music by the enigmatic pianist and composer 

Herbie Nichols featuring acclaimed jazz 

vibraphonist Jason Marsalis. Following the 

model and instrumentation of the Modern Jazz 

Quartet, this group will explore Nichols’ rarely 

played compositions and arrangements and 

celebrate the music of a forgotten genius.

A contemporary of Thelonious Monk’s, Herbie 

Nichols’ music combines elements of bebop, 

Dixieland and swing with nods to Erik Satie, 

Bela Bartok and West Indian folk music. A 

tragically overlooked genius, Nichols was a 

highly original piano stylist and a composer 

of tremendous imagination and eclecticism. 

He wasn’t known widely enough to exert 

much influence in either department, but his 

music eventually attracted a cult following his 

tragic early death from leukemia at the age of 

43 in 1963. He was in on the ground floor of 

bebop but recorded just three brilliant piano 

trio albums for Blue Note in 1955-1956 and a 

fourth for Bethlehem in late 1957. His music is 

somewhat similar in style to Monk and some 

feel that Nichols deserves similar recognition 

for his compositions. Probably his most famous 

tune is “Lady Sings the Blues”, recorded most 

prominently by Billie Holiday. 

Jason Marsalis is a member of New Orleans’ 

first family of jazz. He is the son of pianist and 

music educator Ellis Marsalis and the youngest 

sibling of Wynton, Branford and Delfeayo. 

Best known for many years as a drummer, he 

continues to perform on that instrument for 

pianist Marcus Roberts.

Around 2000, Jason started to play the 

vibes. By 2008, he was playing vibes with the 

legendary Lionel Hampton Orchestra and 

started to make guest appearances with 

CROSS-BORDER JAZZ SERIES

The Music of Herbie Nichols  
featuring Jason Marsalis
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the jazz fusion group Snarky Puppy. In 

2009, the Marsalis family received the 

prestigious NEA Jazz Masters award and 

that same year Marsalis released his first 

CD on vibes. His 2013 disc as a leader on 

vibes entitled “In a World of Mallets” went 

to number 1 on the CMJ Radio Charts. He 

is now the number 1 Rising Star on vibes 

in the Downbeat Critics Poll.

With each passing year, Jason Marsalis 

continues to grow and develop as both a 

composer and performer. With a fire in his 

heart and a passion for the music, his will 

to swing has never been more resolute. 

The maturity and the command he 

possesses over his music is clearly evident 

to those who have heard or seen him.

when...
From New Orleans/Calgary/Edmonton

FRIDAY • mARcH 20
MEMBERS $24
GUESTS $28
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Jason Marsalis - vibraphone
Jon McCaslin- drums
Tom Van Seters - piano
Rubim de Toledo - bass

jasonmarsalis.com
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Harley Card is a Toronto-based guitarist, 

composer, and freelance musician. As a 

contributor to the creative music scene in 

Toronto for the past decade, Harley has played 

with many artists including Richard Underhill, 

Alex Dean, William Carn, Michael Herring, 

Michael Davidson, Don Scott, David Virelles, 

Dan Fortin, Ernesto Cervini, Ben Dietschi, Dan 

Gaucher, and Scott Kemp among others.

He is a member of and composer for a variety 

of Toronto groups such as Hobson’s Choice, the 

Harley Card Trio, the Harley Card Quintet, God’s 

Gift To Yoda, and Stoptime. Each ensemble 

has performed extensively across Canada and 

released multiple recordings. 

A mainstay on CBC Radio since 

its 2008 release, Harley’s debut 

CD “Non-Fiction” received 

praise from critics, presenters, 

and musicians alike. He 

was a semi-finalist in 

the 2008 Montreux 

Jazz Festival Guitar 

Competition. 

His 2013 CD “Hedgerow” 

introduced ten new original 

compositions performed by some of  

Canada’s top emerging jazz talents. 

The music ranges from frenetic to infectious 

swing to introspective, all packed with elegant 

writing and contemporary ensemble playing 

of the highest order. There are strong 

melodic themes, rich harmonic 

landscapes and the encompassing 

vision of a masterwork.

CANADIAN JAZZ SERIES

Harley Card Quintet

when...
From Toronto

SATuRDAY • mARcH 21
MEMBERS $20
GUESTS $24
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Harley Card - guitar
David French - saxophone
Matt Newton - piano
Dan Fortin - bass
Ethan Ardelli - drums

harleycard.ca
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January 20
Craig Brenan Trio

January 27
Jim Head Quintet

February 3
Hansen, Patterson, Wood

February 10
Bob Kitt with the  
Nu Steps Trio

February 17
Marty Majorowicz Quartet

February 24
Stefan Kijek Trio

march 3
Mike Morrisseau Quartet

march 10
Nathan Oullette Quartet

march 17
Audrey Ochoa Trio

Every Tuesday night during our season, Edmonton’s best jazz players and up-and-coming musicians 
arrive to play together on our stage. The evening begins with a one hour set from the featured band, 
followed by a jam session with selected musicians from the audience sitting in or taking the place of 
a member of the feature band.

Our Tuesday Sessions are a weekly event for local jazz musicians to play together and network, and 
provide an opportunity to mentor the younger musicians wanting to gain experience as they grow 
their own careers.

Join us for our Tuesday Sessions - a terrific opportunity to hear some live jazz in a relaxed concert 
environment.

JAMMIN’

TuESDAY NIGHT SESSIONS – WINTER 2014

details...
TICKETS AT THE DOOR

MEMBERS & GUESTS $5

DOORS 7:30 PM 
SHOW 8 PM



EDMONTON JAZZ SOCIETY
11 TOMMY BANKS WAY
(Corner of 102 St & 86 Ave)
EDMONTON  AB  T6E 2M2

PM40047729

All SHowS BEgIn AT 8pm (DooRS opEn AT 7pm)
Visit www. yardbirdsuite.com

January...
January 16
Food
MEMBERS $20, GUESTS $24

January 17
Brian Buchanan Quartet 
featuring Shane Statz
MEMBERS $16, GUESTS $20

January 23
David Braid featuring Michael 
Davidson & Peripheral Vision 
CD Release
MEMBERS $22, GUESTS $26

January 24
Warren Wolf Trio
MEMBERS $22, GUESTS $26

January 29
Lynne Arriale/Grace Kelly/Carla 
Cook  - “You Know How I Feel” 
- The Music of Abbey Lincoln, 
Joni Mitchell and Nina Simone
MEMBERS $24, GUESTS $28

January 30
Roy Assaf Trio
MEMBERS $22, GUESTS $26

January 31
Kyle Brenders Quartet
MEMBERS $18, GUESTS $22

February...
February 6
Thumbscrew
MEMBERS $22, GUESTS $26

February 7
Dave Babcock and  
his Jump Orchestra
MEMBERS $18, GUESTS $22

February 13 & 14
The Rockin’ Highliners
MEMBERS $22, GUESTS $26

February 15
Lee Konitz/Dan Tepfer Duo
MEMBERS $24, GUESTS $28

February 20 & 21
Jerrold Dubyk Quintet 
featuring Terell Stafford
MEMBERS $22, GUESTS $26

February 27
Hutchinson Andrew Trio with 
the Lily String Quartet
MEMBERS $20, GUESTS $24

February 28
Ubiquitous Orchestra  
CD Release Event
MEMBERS $22, GUESTS $26

March...
march 1
Pilc Moutin Hoenig
MEMBERS $22, GUESTS $26

march 6
Michael Musillami Trio
MEMBERS $22, GUESTS $26

march 7
Celsius Quartet
MEMBERS $16, GUESTS $20

march 13
Turboprop
MEMBERS $20, GUESTS $24

march 14
Assaf Kehati Trio
MEMBERS $22, GUESTS $26

march 20
The Music of Herbie Nichols 
featuring Jason Marsalis
MEMBERS $24, GUESTS $28

march 21
Harley Card Quintet
MEMBERS $20, GUESTS $24

At a Glance...

Celebrating 30 Years at 11 Tommy Banks Way
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